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Knights Of Asteria

Knights Of Asteria is a roleplaying plot created September 29, 2017 by GM tony.

Link to Plot Thread
Link to Plot OOC Thread (TBA)

Status: This plot is currently open for any approved character to join.

Plot Overview

Knights of Asteria will revolve around the adventures and exploits of Creature and burgeoning levy
company. Out on the Frontier in Asteria, a new ruler has begun to build her nation. In order for something
new to be made, something old must die. As people from all over space come to populate this new
nation, power struggles will become common, and only the brave can help make it a place worth living
in. Players will see much of Asterian space and perhaps beyond, depending upon the growth and
longevity of the plot.

Rules and Pacing

Put the following here in this section:

Format (method of actually RPing)

RP will be accomplished primarily through JPs.

Pacing and posting expectations (and what happens if player don't meet them)

Players are expected to be available in the JPs. IRL delays will be accommodated for. In the event of an
expected period of player inactivity, the GM will only NPC your character if absolutely necessary for the
advancement of the plot and Player's Rights will be respected. All players should also feel free to create
their own side JPs. However, the main plot will be advanced through JPs run by the GM.

Age Requirement, RPG Rating, Sub-Forum

Knights of Asteria
Age Requirement: 18+

RPG Rating: 3, 3, 3

Sub-forum Link: TBA (All JPs and SPs will be posted in either the Asterian subforum or the Other
Factions and Indie RP (18+) subforum)

Characters and Players

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=guide:roleplaying
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=guide:game_master
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=user:tony
https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/index.php?threads/knights-of-asteria.59933/
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=guide:roleplaying
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=guide:roleplaying#joint_posts
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=guide:player_rights
https://rpgrating.com/
https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/index.php?forums/Asteria/
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Character Player Notes
creature tony GMPC
valeriane ximmortalxbeauty PC
hidetsugu_mizuki acewing13 PC
REIA gwathdraug PC
Onikuma ethereal PC

Open Positions

Any and all characters types are open. However, they should have a reason to work with Creature and his
levy company.

History

TBA
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